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Abstract—Future Internet Testbed with Security (FITS) is a
testbed for experimenting Next-Generation Internet proposals.
FITS provides two virtualization schemes, one based on Xen and
the other on OpenFlow. Experimenting new protocol proposals
for the Future Internet requires an experimental environment
able to provide realistic conditions for packet forwarding. FITS
nodes are spread in Brazilian and European universities. In this
paper, we present the FITS and we use it to test a Content
Centric Network (CCN), which is one of the main proposals for
the Future Internet. The experiment creates a virtual network
on the testbed with CCNx stack and measure the file transfer
performance under real Internet traffic conditions. The results
show that CCN presents an overhead of 19%. Nevertheless CCN
outperforms TCP as the number of consumers increases and CCN
download time is approximately 25% smaller than TCP on the
Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

The rapid Internet growth and access popularization has
completely transformed the Internet. The original client-server
communication model becomes a multimedia content distribu-
tion network and, as consequence, a new Internet is required.
Future Internet architecture proposals and protocol stack exper-
imentation demands real-scale and real-traffic testing. Network
virtualization paradigm is a solution to this issue, because
different virtual routers share a physical router in order to
simultaneously provide different network services [1]. There-
fore, current TCP/IP Internet production traffic can be shared
with other experimental networks. Key aspects of this network
virtualization are isolation and performance on packet forward-
ing. Isolation ensures independent virtual network operation,
preventing malicious or fault virtual routers interference in
the operation of other virtual networks. Privacy is also an
important issue and a virtual network can not eavesdrop
another virtual network traffic.

We developed the Future Internet Testbed with Security
(FITS) [2], an experimentation environment based on virtual
networks that offers network isolation, secure access, and
quality of service differentiation. FITS nodes are spread over
Brazilian and European universities. This virtual network en-
vironment allows performance tests and comparisons between
Future Internet proposals by virtualizing routers with Xen [3]
and managing data flows with OpenFlow [4].

Concerning Future Internet proposals, the content distribu-
tion model considers content itself as fundamental resource to
share, therefore the network main service is the distribution of
content instead of host-to-host communication. The Content-

Centric Networking (CCN) [5], also known as Named Data
Networking (NDN), is a network architecture that intrinsically
supports content distribution with efficiency. CCN forwards
packets based on packet content names. This architecture splits
content identification from its location, providing support to
equal content name requests aggregation, copying and caching
responses, balancing request-response pair flow on a hop-by-
hop approach, flow multipath, signing, and ciphering content
independently of its source and destination host. This paper
presents Future Internet Testbed with Security (FITS) and an
evaluation of Content-Centric Networks on it. Virtual routers
run CCN protocol stack, based on CCNx [6] and OSPFN [7]
software packages. FITS cooperating universities connects to
each other through the Internet.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: the in-
teruniversity testbed FITS is discussed in Section II. The
Content-Centric Network paradigm and its main components
are presented in Section III. The experiments with CCNx’s
implementation and its results are described at Section IV.
Section V contains a final discussion and concludes this paper.

II. FITS EXPERIMENTATION PLATFORM

Future Internet Testbed with Security (FITS)1 is the plat-
form used in this paper to experiment the Content-Centric
Network. FITS platform presents a virtual environment for
experimenting new Future Internet network proposals. It is a
flexible, open and shared platform for innovative proposals.

FITS allows the creation of multiple virtual networks in
parallel, based on virtualization tools Xen and OpenFlow.
The testing environment is geographically distributed, with
the collaboration of Brazilian and European institutions. Those
institutions participate with physical machines that act as nodes
of this environment. The experimenting platform follows the
pluralist approach that divides physical network in virtual
networks, each containing its own protocol stack, routing rules
and management. Therefore, FITS allows the creation of many
isolated virtual networks, working over the same infrastructure
for experimentation. The access control for virtual network
management and creation uses a secure platform, based on
OpenID [8] and secure microcontrollers. FITS also offers
quality of service differentiation and virtual network migration
features [9]

FITS implement virtual networks using virtual machines
acting as routers and/or flow virtualization. Each virtual net-

1http://www.gta.ufrj.br/fits



Figure 1. Connection between FITS islands. VPNs interconnect islands,
routing control messages. GRE tunnels, inside a VPN dedicated for data,
create a unique Ethernet diffusion domain and a unique Link Layer between
physical nodes.

Figure 2. FITS experimentation platform. The FITS Manager controls FITS
Nodes and virtual networks through secure connections between the Gateway
Nodes.

work runs a different protocol stack and physical machines
host instances of these virtual networks. The FITS platform
offers a web interface for management, flexible network virtu-
alization through flow virtualization with OpenFlow [10] and
machine virtualization with Xen [11]. Besides, the platform
offers innovative functionalities, for example virtual network
migration.

A. FITS Platform’s Architecture

The experimentation platform allows the participating in-
stitutions to install islands. Each island containing its own
policies for experimentation. FITS nodes act as physical sub-
stratum for virtual network formation, in which islands are
connected to each other through Generic Routing Encapsula-
tion (GRE) tunnels and Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) to
emulate virtual layer 2 links on the Internet.

There are three different types of physical nodes in
FITS: FITS Manager, Connection Gateways and FITS Nodes
(physical machines in the FITS network). Figure 1 shows
the network infrastructure and the role of each FITS node.
The connection Gateway is a special node, which provides
islands’ interconnection by creating communication tunnels
with other islands’ Gateways. The FITS Manager coordinates
the platform’s operations with user and node authentication,
creation of resources and virtual networks and measurement
from the islands, all these controls are presented through a
web interface.

Figure 2 shows FITS services. FITS Gateway Nodes pro-
vide communication between the FITS Nodes and Xen Virtual
Network Server and Global OpenFlow Controller, that are
FITS Manager services. Xen Virtual Network Server creates
and manages virtual networks and connects to each Xen
Local Management Server, installed in FITS Nodes to send

commands and usage information of physical resources. Xen
Local Management Server connects with each Xen Client,
inside the virtual machines, to retrieve information about
virtual resources usage. The Global OpenFlow Controller has
a global view of the OpenFlow network and connects to the
FlowVisor [12]. The FlowVisor acts as an interface between
OpenFlow switches and OpenFlow network controllers and is
the responsible for dividing OpenFlow network into shares.

The FITS Node network operation is based on an Open
vSwitch [13], a switch implemented on software that supports
OpenFlow control API and has good overall routing perfor-
mance. The Open vSwitch on FITS Nodes are connected to the
OpenFlow Global Controllers, that manages the platform net-
work and virtual links in each virtual network. The OpenFlow
Global Controller is the responsible for routing and virtual
network isolation.

III. CONTENT-CENTRIC NETWORK

The Content-Centric Network paradigm is an alternative
for the current Internet Protocol (IP), which unbinds location
and content addressing. In this new paradigm, communication
is centered in content instead of host’s location. The com-
munication is done with two types of packets: Interest and
Content. Interest packets notify requests for a particular content
in the network. Content packet is sent in response to an Interest
packet, transmitting the desired content or part of it (chunks,
as it is called in CCN). The content may be sent by its original
producer or the nearest repository that contains this content,
for example, a CCN router. This approach enhances mobility
and multiple sources and multiple destinations communication.
CCN connections work in a link-by-link basis instead of end-
to-end, following Delay-Tolerant Network (DTN) concept.

A. Content-Centric Network Forwarding

The CCN model is based on Interest and Content packet
parity, where a consumer sends Interest packet whenever he
desires information. Network forwards Interest to producers
that reply with Content packets, traveling the reverse path of
its Interest. The CCN router has three main data structures
for packet forwarding: Content Store (CS), Pending Interest
Table (PIT) and Forwarding Information Base (FIB). The CS
repository stores temporarily the searched content, allowing
local response to repeated requests. The router replaces stored
contents in CS for more relevant items using strategies like
Least-Recently-Used (LRU) or Least-Frequently-Used (LFU).
The FIB table is similar to IP routers’ FIB, storing prefix-based
rules, a map of the output interfaces and more specific name
prefix patterns. However, CCN allows FIB to map a prefix
pattern to a list of output interfaces ordered in priority. The
PIT table stores Interest packets, input and output interface by
which the packet was forwarded but not replied [14].

The CCN forwarding also comprises an adaptive procedure
to choose the best content forwarding path. This procedure has
several mechanisms, for example: i) Interest packet time cal-
culation between dispatch and arrival, ordering interfaces with
the best metrics, ii) congestion control limiting the number of
simultaneous pending Interests, iii) traffic limitation [15].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We implemented a CCN network as a virtual network in
FITS. Using the virtualized CCN network, we measured file



download time and analyzed the causes of CCN download
delay.

The CCN prototype was implemented on a virtual network
in FITS (Future Internet Testbed with Security). The CCN
stack was implemented using CCNx [6], version 0.7.1rc1,
with OSPFN (Open Shortest Path First for Named Data
Networking) [7], version 2.0. The OSPFN extends routing
calculation for data names, since OSPFN disseminates data
name adjacencies and IPs, as done by OSPF. The OSPFN
executes over IP and calculates CCNx network prefix routes
in a distributed way based on name adjacencies.

The experiment network proposed in [5] is extended in this
paper to the Internet using a virtual network containing CCNx
stack. The tests allow to compare the performance of TCP
and CCN when multiple consumers are downloading the same
content across the Internet, at the same time from the same
content producer. For the TCP/IP stack, the file download uses
wget2 from a HTTP server.

The content producer (or HTTP server in the TCP/IP
network) and consumers (or clients) are connected through a
single virtual router. There are 12 virtual machines acting as
consumers and downloading the same 6 MB file from one
content producer. The consumers and the content producer
are connected by one virtual router. The virtual network runs
CCN and TCP/IP stacks. The experiment is divided into two
different scenarios: first, all 14 virtual machines run inside
the same physical node. This scenario was constructed to
simulate conditions like those seen in [5]. The second scenario,
composed by two physical nodes, with islands across the
Internet, will run the virtual machines. In this scenario, the
content producer and the router are connected by a virtual link
through the Internet. Therefore, bandwidth limitations between
content producer and router exist because of real conditions
delay existing between the two physical nodes. One physical
node hosts the virtual machine acting as the content producer,
while the second one contains the router and the consumers.
Network’s scheme is presented in Figure 3.

The test is run by the control node that executes a mea-
surement script, responsible for starting the tests. The script
was written in Python and prepares the file to be downloaded
using CCN, through CCNx implementation by using ccnputfile
command. As soon as the CCN experimentation is done, the
test is repeated using wget.

In the first scenario, all the 14 virtual machines run in the
same physical node and bandwidth between the virtual router
and the content producer is limited by the tc command. In the
second scenario, two physical machines are chosen in FITS
and they are placed on different islands and the connection
limitation is due to traffic conditions on the Internet that
degrades the bandwidth.

The result analysis, as seen in Figure 4, considers the
download time of a 6 MB file according to the number of
consumers downloading the file at the same time. Results seen
in Figure 4(a) shows that when all virtual machines are in the
same physical machine and the content producer’s bandwidth
is limited, the results are as expected and CCN is faster than
TCP. CCN outperforms TCP after two consumers downloading
the file at the same time. The test scenario is executed over
a network with consumers connected to a router, each one
using a rapid connection, while the router is connected to

2 http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/.

Figure 3. Virtual networks used on the experiments. Two virtual networks
were created, the experimentation network and the control network. The
control network is an isolated network that sends execution commands to the
experimentation network’s elements. The experiments use the communication
provided by experimentation network.

a content producer on another island, using a link that has
its bandwidth limited by Internet’s traffic. When the number
of consumers increases, Internet traffic conditions limits total
bandwidth and acts as the tc command did on the first scenario.
However, bandwidth limitations vary drastically during the day.
The TCP connection is limited by the bandwidth of the virtual
link between the content producer and the router. Whereas
on CCN, downloading the file means downloading the file to
router cache and distributing this file between the consumers.
This allows bandwidth usage optimization in the available
connections and accelerating the process.
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(a) In-island Scenario.
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(b) Comparison between In-island and Across-islands Scenarios.

Figure 4. Comparison of Scenarios.



Figure 4(a) presents results of download time when all
virtual machines of the experiment are inside the same physical
node. The virtual link between the content producer and the
virtual router is limited to 10 Mbps. As expected, results are
close to the one seen in [5]. This first scenario shows the
proposed platform, FITS, as a valid environment for testing
the CCN proposal. As the number of consumers increases, the
bandwidth limitation degrades TCP performance. This happens
because, in TCP, each download in TCP will share the available
bandwidth with the others. CCN, however, is more robust
to bandwidth limitations. CCN uses the available bandwidth
more efficiently because the router forwards only one request
per content demand, but replies the content received to all
interfaces that it received requests. TCP routers forwards all
requests for certain IP and the HTTP server replies to each
request while CCN routers forwards only one Interest for
certain content, no matter how many Interests arrive after and
the data producer replies with only one Content packet.

Figure 4(a) compares results seen in the first testing sce-
nario (in-island test), Figure 4(b) and the CCN/TCP download
time ratio for in-island and across-island scenarios. The main
conclusion is that with the Internet traffic conditions, CCN fol-
low the same pattern seen in the first scenario, Figure 4(a), and
CCN stack outperforms TCP/IP as the number of consumers
increases.

The second experiment consists of capturing transmit-
ted packets between consumers and content producer in the
TCP/IP and CCN. This experiment is important for the com-
prehension of the CCNx’s protocol stack implementation and
the results of the first experiment. The experiment was done
by capturing packets from a consumer while it consumes (or
downloads) data of a content (file) in CCN or TCP/IP. For
packet capture the tcpdump3 was used. During the experiment,
a 20 MB file was downloaded. In this way, the mean transfer
rate was evaluated for each scenario. The mean transfer rate
in the CCN scenario was 1,7 MB/s while for the TCP/IP
was about 11,8 MB/s. This difference in transfer rate is
the reflex of the implementation of the two stacks. TCP is
implemented in an optimized way, directly in the kernel, while
CCN stack, in special the CCNx implementation is a user
space application written in Java [5]. The implementation of
the CCNx router, upon arrival of an Interest, passes through
to the next link in the network. However, at a data arrival,
the first is stored in the local cache of the router and, after, is
resent to the consumer that requested it. Another important fact
to understand the CCNx’s smaller transfer rate is the CCNx
0.7.0rc1 implementation uses a default chunk size of 4 KB.
This default size is defined in the ccnputfile, the application
responsible for content distribution. The size of the chunk is
important, because it is the minimum data transfer unit of
the CCN. In the experiment we can see that CCNx is based
on UDP transport protocol, therefore, there is no connection
between consumers and the content producer, so the chunks
are sent as UDP datagrams. Another point is that each chunk
is mapped in a UDP datagram, so UDP datagrams have 4 KB
of content. As the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) of
the virtual network is 1500B, all transmitted UDP datagrams
suffer fragmentation, generating a higher delay for datagram
reconstruction before handling it to the application.

Figure 5 highlights the file transfer behavior in CCN and
in TCP/IP according to time. As mentioned before, TCP/IP

3http://www.tcpdump.org/.

Figure 5. File download duration using a TCP application, compared with
duration for downloading the same file using the CCNx stack. Original file’s
size is 20 MB.

presents a higher file transfer rate, ending the transfer in 13 s.
However CCN download took 143 s. The greater amount of
time spent by CCN is due to smaller transfer rate of the CCNx
implementation. Another point in Figure 5 is the CCN presents
an initial delay of 43 s. This delay is due to the fact that
the downloaded file is not initially inside the nearest router’s
cache and, so, it is necessary that the router treats the incoming
Interest of the consumers for each chunk and resends it to the
content producer that has the content. After the time needed
to download the file to the router, CCN’s file transfer rate is
smaller than TCP/IP’s, since CCN demands the fragmentation
of 4 KB datagrams, does the data storage in the intermediary
router before resending to the consumers and counts upon
a user space implementation, while TCP/IP forwarding is
optimized directly by the kernel. At the end, Figure 5 still
highlights that the CCNx implementation introduces a header
overload of 19% in comparison to the same content in the
HTTP application over TCP/IP stack.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented FITS, a testbed environment for Fu-
ture Internet protocols, and experimental results of a Content-
Centric Network. FITS is a collaboration of universities to test
Future Internet proposals. This environment allows the creation
of isolated virtual networks with secure access, quality of
service differentiation and virtual network migration features.

Content-Centric Network (CCN) is pointed out as one
of the most viable Future Internet proposals. Nowadays, the
protocol stack implementation for Content-Centric Network is
the CCNx. The presented experiments compare the CCNx with
TCP/IP protocol stacks on a virtual network.

The results show that CCNx, when compared with TCP/IP
stack, presents an overhead of 19%. Nevertheless CCN outper-
forms TCP as the number of consumers increases and CCN
download time is approximately 25% smaller than TCP when
working with 12 consumers downloading content from another
FITS island across the Internet. As future works we will study
and develop new routing mechanisms for CCN and experiment
new Future Internet proposals on the FITS.
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